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Introduction

Some alternative gravity theories allow the Universal matter distribution to single out a preferred frame, which 

breaks the symmetry of local Lorentz invariance for the gravitational interaction. In the post-Newtonian 

parametrization (PPN) of semi-conservative gravity theories, it is characterized by two parameters, a1 and a2. 

In binary pulsars, non-vanishing a1 and a2 lead to characteristic preferred frame effects (PFEs) in the orbital 

dynamics, if the barycenter of the binary is moving relative to the preferred frame with a velocity w.

Fig. 5 Sky coverage in a1 test. Curves show  direction where PSRs J1012+5307 (blue) 

and J1738+0333 (yellow) are insensitive. It is plotted for a velocity of 369 km s-1 of the 

Solar system barycenter with respect to a potential preferred frame. The label “CMB” 

denotes the direction of Solar motion with respect to the cosmic microwave 

background frame. [background: from NASA]

Fig. 4 The a1 constraint from PSR J1738+0333, as a function of 

the unknown longitude of ascending node W. The limit is obtained 

from Monte Carlo simulations, by using full  information of the 

observed eccentricity vector, according to the method outlined in 

Fig. 3. The shadowed regions are the allowed values of W at 95% 

confidence level, assuming a2 = 0. Different contours correspond 

to 68%, 95%, and 99.7% confidence levels. We adopt the worst 

constraint as our conservative limit.

our conservative limit on a1

Fig. 1 Binary geometry and a2 –induced 

precession of the orbital angular 

momentum around the binary velocity with 

respect to the preferred frame, w.

Fig. 3 Illustration of our robust method to constrain a1. Upper: (i) observational

eccentricity e(t), is a vectorial superposition of a “rotating eccentricity” eR(t) and a

“forced eccentricity” eF; (ii) the worst starting configuration, where eR(t) rotates 2d

during the observational time, and in the mid-time, eR(t) and eF cancel out 

completely; this applies to binaries where no explicit eccentricity is detected, like in 

PSR J1012+5307; (iii) during the observational span, eR(t) rotates out an angle Dq, 

and the time-averaged e and its variance should be consistent with measurements; 

this applies to binaries where an explicit eccentricity vector is detected, like in PSR 

J1738+0333. Lower: (a) the sinusoidal evolution of e2(t) as a function of q(t); the 

indicated Dq corresponds to upper panel (ii); (b) the time evolution of e(t) as a 

function of q(t), and the indicated Dq corresponds to upper panel (iii).

Conclusion

We propose new tests of local Lorentz invariance of gravity with 

small-eccentricity binary pulsars, which overcome inherent limitations 

of previous methods. By using PSRs J1012+5307 and J1738+0333, 

we get new limits on the (strong-field) PPN parameters,

a1 = -0.4      × 10-5 (95% C.L.; see Fig. 4)

|a2| < 1.8 × 10-4 (95% C.L.; see Fig. 2)

The limit on a1 surpasses the current best limit from both weak and 

strong fields, while the limit on a2 surpasses the best strong-filed limit.
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New tests of local Lorentz invariance of gravity

From a general semi-conservative Lagrangian the orbital dynamics 

of binary pulsars is derived. We find that in the limit of small 

eccentricity, PFEs induced by a1 and a2  decouple:

 a1 induces a polarization of the orbital eccentricity vector in the 

orbital plane perpendicular to w, as explained in detail in Fig. 3;

 a2 induces a precession of orbital angular momentum around w, 

see Fig. 1.

Hence, they can be tested independently.

We propose following methods to constrain them:

 From a long observation span with a small eccentricity, we can 

constrain the polarization caused by a1 (Fig. 4);

 From the change of projected semi-major axis, we can constrain 

the change of geometry orientation caused by a2 (Fig. 2). 

From relativistic binaries PSRs J1012+5307 and J1738+0333 with 

optical observations, we get new limits on PFEs.

Fig. 2 Probability density function of a2.

For details of this work, see Shao & Wex, Classical and Quantum Gravity, submitted
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